CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT

The city of Ekaterinburg 28/03/2017

Federal State Autonomous Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education “Ural Federal University named after the first President of Russia B.N. Yeltsin”, the Russian Federation, to be referred in the following as UrFU and “Istanbul AREL University licensed by the Turkish Council of Higher Education”, to be referred in the following as AREL have concluded the present agreement on the following:

1.1. The parties are starting from the fact that it is in the interests of each of them to join the operations in the direction of developing educational, creative and business relations between UrFU and AREL in the field of Economics and Business; International HR Management; Computer Engineering, Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering; Electronics Engineering;

1.2. With this in view the Parties will consider the possibilities for:
- exchange of undergraduate students for doing student, degree and research works on subjects of mutual interest;
- exchange of teaching staff for lecturing, conducting seminars, as well as joint supervision of carrying out student works and graduate student researches;
- exchange of training and methodical literature, teaching plans and curricula;
- agreement of curricula and teaching programs with the purpose of working out combined educational “double diploma” program;
- arrangement and conducting of joint seminars, conferences, exhibitions on subjects of cooperation;
- preparation, realization and publishing the results of possible mutual researches in periodicals by the Parties, as well as in Internet;
- organization of International Summer term courses for students from UrFU and AREL in Ekaterinburg and/or in Istanbul.

1.3. The present agreement imposes no financial or legal obligations. The parties attract financial means from various funds and programs.
1.4. The present agreement is valid for the period of time of three years until 2020 and could be prolonged further if the parties have no restrictions.

The present agreement is signed by

RECTOR: Victor Koksharov

on behalf of Federal State Autonomous Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education
"Ural Federal University named after the first President of Russia B.N. Yeltsin"

RECTOR: İlşan Derman

on behalf of "İstanbul AREL University"